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We shall do so much in years to come,

But what have we done today?

We shall give our gold in a price-ly sum,
But what did we give to-day?

A tempo

We shall lift the heart and dry the fear;

We shall plant a hope in the place of fear;

mf
We shall speak words of love and cheer,

But what of love did we speak today?

A tempo

Faster $\frac{3}{4}$ = 60

We shall be so kind in the

Faster $\frac{3}{4}$ = 60
after while, But what have we been to -

day? We shall bring to each lonely

life a smile, But what have we brought to -
35  
Add to steadfast faith a

day?

35  
A tempo

37  
We shall give to truth a
deep-er worth;

37  
mf

39  
We shall feed the hun-gering

39  
A tempo

gran-der birth;
souls of earth, But whom have we fed to -

But whom have we fed,

day? We shall reap such joys in the

But whom have we fed to day?

move tempo

by and by, But what have we

move tempo

For Perusal Only
sown to-day? We shall build us mansions

in the sky. But what have we

built to-day? 'Tis sweet in i-dle

Slower (d = 60)

Slower (d = 60)
dreams to bask; ______ But, here and now do we

rall. ______ Slower (Beat •)

do our task? ______ What have we

rall. ______ Slower (Beat •)

done to-day?

Tempo Primo (♩ = 76–80)
We shall do so much in years to
come,

But what have we done to -

day?

We shall give our gold in a price-ly

sum,

But what did we give to -
day? We shall lift the heart and dry the tear; We shall plant a hope in the place of fear; We shall speak words of love and
cheer. But what of love did we speak to -

A tempo

day?

We speak of

A tempo

love.

no dimin.